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Metal organic framework-5 �MOF-5� was recently suggested to possess an exceptionally large negative
thermal-expansion coefficient. Our direct experimental measurement of the thermal expansion of MOF-5 using
neutron powder diffraction, in the temperature range of 4 to 600 K, shows that the linear thermal-expansion
coefficient is �−16�10−6 K−1. To understand the origin of this large negative thermal-expansion behavior,
we performed first-principles lattice dynamics calculations. The calculated thermal-expansion coefficients
within quasiharmonic approximation agree well with the experimental data. We found that almost all low-
frequency lattice vibrational modes �below �23 meV� involve the motion of the benzene rings and the ZnO4

clusters as rigid units and the carboxyl groups as bridges. These so-called “rigid-unit modes” exhibit various
degrees of phonon softening �i.e., the vibrational energy decreases with contracting crystal lattice� and thus are
directly responsible for the large negative thermal expansion in MOF-5. Initial efforts were made to observe
the phonon softening experimentally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Negative thermal expansion �NTE� of materials �i.e., ma-
terials contract upon heating� over an extended temperature
range is an unusual material property with a variety of po-
tential technological applications. Only a few families of ma-
terials are known to exhibit considerable NTE behavior such
as the AM2O8 �A=Zr,Hf;M =V� family, the AM2O7 �A
=U,Th,Zr,Hf,Sn;M =P,V� family, the cuprite structures
�e.g., Cu2O and Ag2O�, some tetrahedrally coordinated struc-
tures �e.g., CuCl�, and some zeolites/zeolitelike materials.1–4

Recently, a family of cyanide-based coordination framework
materials was also found to possess NTE coefficients.5,6

Metal organic frameworks �MOFs�, consisting of metal
atoms or clusters and organic linkers, are a relatively new
class of nanoporous crystalline materials. Due to their unique
nanoporous framework structures, many novel properties and
potential applications have been identified.7–11 In addition,
they also exhibit certain properties similar to those found in
their inorganic counterparts, zeolitelike materials, and non-
porous metal organic coordination framework materials. In-
deed, it was recently suggested that MOF-5 �chemical for-
mula: Zn4O13-�C8H4�3, see Fig. 1�, the most well-known
MOF compound, also exhibits an exceptional negative
thermal-expansion behavior12–14 as found in some zeolites/
zeolitelike materials.

Experimentally, there exists some indirect evidence sup-
porting the NTE of MOF-5. In particular, it was observed
that MOF-5 with adsorbed N2 or CO2 expands upon
cooling.12,13 Yet, no direct thermal-expansion measurement

on a clean MOF-5 sample has been reported so far. Theoreti-
cally, a recent molecular-dynamics �MD� simulation13 pre-
dicted that MOF-5 has a very large linear thermal-expansion
coefficient ��= �1 /a��da /dT�� of �−20�10−6 K−1. Another
MD study14 suggested a linear thermal-expansion coefficient
of �−8�10−6 K−1 for MOF-5. Both simulations, carried
out using classical force field, have provided some insight on
the mechanism of the NTE. Nevertheless, MD simulations
are essentially “experiments” performed in computers and
they do not directly reveal the fundamental physics behind
the computational observations. Snapshots of the structure
equilibrated at high temperature often contain mixed lattice
phonon characteristics, although they provide hints on what
kind of motions may be related to the NTE behavior.

Clearly, further investigation �both experimentally and
theoretically� is needed to better understand the origin of the
large negative thermal expansion in MOF-5. The knowledge
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �100� �left� and �110� �right� views of the
crystal structure of MOF-5, which consists of BDC linkers connect-
ing ZnO4 clusters located at the tetrahedral site of an fcc lattice.
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obtained would also have practical implications for the gen-
eral structural stability of MOFs, since most MOF structures
start to break apart at an elevated temperature of about 650
K.15

Here we first directly determined the thermal-expansion
coefficient of MOF-5 by variable-temperature neutron-
diffraction measurements. Then we performed first-
principles lattice-dynamical calculations to investigate the
origin of the large negative thermal expansion. Critically, we
found that most of the low-frequency lattice phonon modes
exhibit phonon softening behaviors �i.e., the vibrational en-
ergy decreases with contracting crystal lattice�, which are
fully responsible for the large negative thermal expansion.
Finally, we describe our efforts to observe the phonon soft-
ening experimentally via variable-temperature Raman and
inelastic neutron scatterings.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The MOF-5 sample used in the experiment is the same as
what we used in our previous H2 adsorption studies.16,17 The
diffraction measurement was performed with the BT-1 high-
resolution powder diffractometer at the NIST Center for
Neutron Research �NCNR�. A deuterated MOF-5 sample was
used to avoid the large incoherent scattering of the H ele-
ment. Using a triple grating spectrometer, Raman spectra
were measured in the low-frequency range �down to
�20 cm−1� on the normally hydrogenated sample. Several
laser excitations at wavelengths ranging from 465.8 to 773.3
nm were used. Densities of states of low-energy phonons
were probed on the disk-chopper spectrometer �DCS� at
NCNR, also using a normal hydrogenated sample.

First-principles calculations were performed within the
plane-wave implementation of density-functional theory
�DFT� in the PWSCF package.18 We used Vanderbilt-type ul-
trasoft potential. Lattice dynamics calculations were per-
formed using the small-displacement method, the same
scheme as what we used in our previous work,19 except that
a larger cut-off energy of 680 eV was used in the current
work in order to obtain more accurate phonon frequencies
needed in the thermal-expansion calculation. In addition, we
tested both the local-density approximation �LDA� and the
generalized gradient approximation �GGA�.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MOF-5 consists of Zn4O clusters linked by 1,4-
benzenedicarboxylate �BDC� possessing a fcc crystal
structure7,16 as schematically shown in Fig. 1. Using neutron
powder diffraction, we directly measured the linear lattice
thermal-expansion coefficient of MOF-5 in the temperature
range of 4 to 600 K �note that MOF-5 starts to decompose at
�650 K�. The measured lattice constants and derived linear
thermal-expansion coefficients are shown as a function of
temperature in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�, respectively. The experi-
mental thermal-expansion coefficient was found to be
�−16�10−6 to −10�10−6 K−1 in the temperature range in-
vestigated. Apparently, previous MD studies13,14 correctly

predicted the sign of the thermal expansion and its order of
magnitude.

Next, we discuss the origin of the large negative thermal
expansion. There are four general mechanisms resulting in
NTE: �i� shortening of bond lengths and phase changes; �ii�
bridging atoms and rigid-unit vibrational modes �RUMs�;
�iii� magnetostriction; and �iv� electronic effects.1 The
“bridging atoms and RUM” mechanism is responsible for the
NTE in many coordination framework materials1 �e.g.,
ZrW2O8, ZrV2O7, AlPO4-17, Zn�CN�2, various zeolite
frameworks, etc.�, and thus is very likely applicable to
MOF-5. As speculated in the previous MD study, the main
contribution to the large NTE could originate from the coor-
dination bonds of the oxygen atoms of the carboxylate
groups to the zinc atoms of the corners.12 In the language of
the RUM, the ZnO4 tetrahedra and the benzene rings in the
BDC linkers can be regarded as structural anchors because of
their relatively strong rigidity. The O atoms shared by four
ZnO4 tetrahedra and the flexible carboxylate groups serve as
bridges between the rigid units. This is schematically shown
in Fig. 3. Following the RUM argument, the large amplitude
transverse vibration of the bridge �particularly, the carboxy-
late groups� leads to the reduction in the average bridge
length, which would then result in NTE.

The RUM mechanism certainly provides a general topo-
logical picture to understand the NTE in framework materi-
als. More detailed lattice dynamics analysis is, however, es-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� The experimental �dots� and calcu-
lated �lines� temperature dependence of the lattice constant a of
MOF-5. �b� The experimental �dots� and calculated �lines� linear
thermal-expansion coefficient of MOF-5. Note that the experimen-
tal data points of a have very small error bar ��0.01%� while the
errors associated with the derived data points of � are large
��10%�. This is due to the limited number of a data points used in
the numerical interpolation and differentiation. Computationally,
LDA underestimates the lattice constant while GGA gives overesti-
mated result as generally expected. Nevertheless, both LDA and
GGA generate nearly the same linear thermal-expansion coeffi-
cients, which agree reasonably well with the experimental data.
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sential to understand the NTE quantitatively and at the
atomic level. It is particularly important to find out exactly
what types of RUMs does the MOF-5 crystal support.

We have previously investigated the lattice dynamics of
MOF-5 at its equilibrium low-temperature structure.19 Most
relevant to the negative thermal expansion are those low-
frequency phonon modes, which involve the motion of the
ZnO4 clusters and the benzene rings as rigid units. How
these modes contribute to the negative thermal expansion
requires phonon calculations at various temperatures. On the
other hand, thermal expansion in insulators is known to arise
from anharmonic lattice vibrations; thus, thermal expansion
can be calculated within quasiharmonic approximation.
Here, we obtain the temperature dependence of the MOF-5
lattice parameters a by minimizing the Helmholtz free en-
ergy,

F�a,T� = V�a� + �
j

�
q
�1

2
�� j�q� + kT ln�1 − e−��j�q�/kT�	 ,

�1�

where the first term is the ground-state energy and the second
term is obtained by summing the phonon modes over the
wave vectors in the Brillouin zone. In the quasiharmonic
approximation, the effect of the anharmonicity in the lattice
energy is treated by allowing the phonon frequencies to de-
pend on the lattice parameters. Hence, for a giving tempera-
ture T, we first take a, minimize the atomic positions, and
calculate the phonon spectrum �a detailed description of our
phonon calculations can be found in Ref. 19� and then the
free energy. Repeating this for other values of a, we find the
optimum value of the lattice parameter that minimizes the
free energy at a given temperature. In this way, one obtains
the temperature dependence of a. The results are shown as
solid lines in Fig. 2�a�. The derived thermal-expansion coef-
ficients are shown in Fig. 2�b�. Compared to the experimen-
tal result, LDA underestimates the lattice constant while
GGA gives an overestimated value as generally expected.
Nevertheless, the two generate nearly the same linear
thermal-expansion coefficients, which are also in reasonably
good agreement with the experimental data. Note that as an
intrinsic limitation of the quasiharmonic approximation, the
anharmonic contribution and thus the calculated thermal ex-
pansion at 0 K are always zero. In contrast, the anharmonic
effect in the real material can be large at very low tempera-
ture. This may be responsible for the small difference be-

tween the experimental results and our calculations at tem-
perature close to zero.

From Eq. �1�, it is clear that how the energies of the
phonon modes change with lattice constants plays a critical
role in determining the thermal expansion. If phonons soften
on contraction of the lattice �i.e., the Grüneisen parameters
are negative�, it could lead to thermal contraction. Interest-
ingly, we found that this is exactly what happens for the
majority of the 67 optical-phonon modes below �23 meV,
which involve the motion of the ZnO4 cluster and the ben-
zene ring as a whole. All these modes to a certain extent can
be regarded as the RUMs in the topological model discussed
earlier. In Fig. 4, we show explicitly the calculated phonon
frequency at the zone center as a function of lattice constant
a for these low-energy modes. Phonon modes with higher
frequencies show normal behavior, i.e., the phonon frequen-
cies increase with the contracting lattice and thus are not
shown. It is unusual that there exists such a large group of
soft phonons, which contribute to the exceptional negative
thermal expansion of MOF-5.

To obtain a more direct and intuitive understanding on
how the soft-phonon modes result in NTE and how they
relate to the general RUM mechanism, we now inspect the
low-frequency modes individually. In Fig. 5, we show im-
ages of selected representative phonon modes. The lowest
energy phonon mode involves the translational motion of the
BDC linker along the direction perpendicular to the benzene
plane �Fig. 5�a��. The second lowest energy modes involve
the whole organic linkers twisting around the crystal axis
direction �Fig. 5�b��. All other modes with E�23 meV are
also various combinations of the motion of the C6H4 rings
and the vibration of the ZnO4 clusters as rigid units �e.g.,
Figs. 5�c�–5�h��. In other words, all these modes can be
viewed as results of local deformations �translation, rotation,

Bridge
Rigid Unit I

Rigid Unit II

FIG. 3. �Color online� According to the “rigid-unit modes”
mechanism, the ZnO4 tetrahedra and the benzene rings serve as the
rigid units while the carboxyl groups serve as the bridge. The large
amplitude transverse vibration of the bridge leads to negative ther-
mal expansion.
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FIG. 4. Calculated phonon frequency at � as a function of lattice
constant a. Only the low-energy portion is shown. Note that nearly
all optical-phonon modes below 180 cm−1 exhibit phonon soften-
ing to various extent. In contrast, phonon modes with higher fre-
quencies �not shown here� exhibit normal behavior, i.e., the phonon
frequencies increase with contracting lattice. Note that 1 meV
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and twisting� of the bridging carboxyl groups. In accord with
the RUM mechanism, the population of these vibrational
modes clearly has the effect of pulling the anchoring ZnO4
clusters closer, which results in reduced lattice constant at
high temperature.

So far, we have demonstrated theoretically that a large
group of low-frequency phonons is responsible for the large
negative thermal expansion in MOF-5. It would be valuable
to experimentally observe the phonon softening phenom-
enon. Since the lattice constant is a function of both pressure
and temperature, the phonon softening can be accessed by
changing either of them. However, the MOF-5 structure is
highly porous. It is not trivial to find an appropriate pressure-
transmitting medium, which would not penetrate the crystal
structure. Therefore, our initial experimental effort was fo-
cused on changing the sample temperature. We predicted a
number of Raman-active phonon modes19 and thus measured
temperature-dependent Raman spectra of MOF-5 in an opti-
cal cryostat �4 to 400 K� under vacuum �zero external pres-
sure�. Unfortunately, the intensity of most of the Raman-
active modes proves too weak for measurement. We

observed only one Raman peak at �42 cm−1 in the low-
frequency range of interest �0 to 200 cm−1�. This peak did
not shift noticeably in frequency �to within our measurement
certainty� between 4.5 K and room temperature. A strong
fluorescence background �quantum dot effect� from the ZnO4
clusters20 complicates the determination of a Raman peak
shift with temperature and the observation of any additional
modes. Then we turned to the inelastic neutron scattering
technique. Unlike Raman scattering, which applies selection
rules, inelastic neutron scattering probes all phonon modes.
Unfortunately, the measured spectra have large background
at elevated temperature due to the broadening of the phonon
peaks and multiphonon scattering and thus are not conclu-
sive. Further experimental study is clearly needed to unam-
biguously identify those soft phonons. Ideally, a pressure- or
temperature-dependent measurement of the phonon disper-
sion on a single-crystal sample would provide the ultimate
experimental evidence for the phonon softening.

Finally, we note that the phonon softening also has impor-
tant implications for the structural stability of MOF-5. As
implied in Fig. 4, the lowest energy phonon modes can easily
turn “negative” in frequency with a large enough lattice con-
traction at high temperature and thus introduce structural in-
stability �i.e., lowered crystal symmetry and then breakage
between the zinc oxide cluster and the organic linker�. In-
deed, under ambient pressure, the MOF-5 sample starts to
decompose at �650 K and eventually turns into ZnO pow-
ders. Clearly, the chemical bonds bridging the benzene rings
and the ZnO4 units are the most unstable part of the MOF-5
structure. This is further supported by the fact that the or-
ganic linker molecules in the precursor acids usually have
higher thermal stability than their counterparts in the corre-
sponding MOF structures. For example, the benzene-1,4-
dicarboxylic acid �organic precursor of MOF-5� melts or
sublimes at �700 K and decomposes �i.e., breaks covalent
bonds� at a much higher temperature ��1000 K�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have measured the thermal expansion of
MOF-5 experimentally and the linear thermal-expansion co-
efficient was found to be �−16�10−6 K−1. Our calculated
thermal expansion based on DFT reproduced the experimen-
tal data reasonably well. The phonon softening of the low-
frequency lattice modes is responsible for the large negative
thermal expansion in MOF-5. Most lattice phonon modes
below �23 meV can be regarded as rigid-unit modes. Note
that not all MOF materials show NTE behavior. The car-
boxyl group, which is “flexible” enough, plays a key role in
enabling MOF-5 to support those RUMs. Other MOFs with a
similar structural motif �e.g., isoreticular metal organic
framework �IRMOF�-2 through -16� �Ref. 8� are all expected
to have similar dramatic NTE as MOF-5. MOFs with differ-
ent symmetries and configurations, which do not possess
flexible structural units or chemical bonds that can serve as
bridges between rigid units, would not be expected to show
much negative thermal-expansion behavior. For example,
zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 �Zn6N24C48H60, space
group I4-3m� consists of rigid units of ZnN4 and a methyl-
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Schematics of several representative low-
frequency phonon modes. Corresponding phonon energies from
LDA calculation at 0 K are also shown. Note that all the phonon
modes below 23 meV originate from various combinations of local
motions of the bridging carboxyl groups.
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-imidazolate ring.21 The two rigid units are directly con-
nected through the N atom without an additional buffering
bridge. Not surprisingly, we found the experimental linear
thermal-expansion coefficient of zeolitic imidazolate
framework-8 to be positive ��10�10−6 K−1�.
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